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Harry is a little boy with a big imagination. One day, a simple game of "don't step on the hot lava"

turns into an adventure he'll never forget!  This children's picture book features the iconic art of

Chris Robertson and has fun simple text perfect for beginning readers and storytime.
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Clever plot based on the child's game, "Don't step on the lava." Harry discovers something very

strange happening in his house. Hot lava is oozing everywhere, and he must dodge and leap to

avoid it. Harry moves from room to room in a frantic effort to escape. Chris Robertson uses his

distinctive style of illustration with just the right choice of color and movement to convey the

meaning of the text. Perfect for children ages three and up, the text is colloquial using alliteration

combined with many sound-effect words. Robertson even makes a surprise appearance at the end

of this book dedicated to his son.

This is a cute book. The author plays 'hot lava' pretend play just like my grandchildren and I do!

Colorful pictures, exciting dialogue- the grans love that theirs a story about us!



This is the complete review as it appears at my blog dedicated to reading, writing (no 'rithmatic!),

movies, & TV. Blog reviews often contain links which are not reproduced here, nor will updates or

modifications to the blog review be replicated here. Graphic and children's reviews on the blog

typically feature two or three images from the book's interior, which are not reproduced here.Note

that I don't really do stars. To me a book is either worth reading or it isn't. I can't rate it three-fifths

worth reading! The only reason I've relented and started putting stars up there is to credit the good

ones, which were being unfairly uncredited. So, all you'll ever see from me is a five-star or a

one-star (since no stars isn't a rating, unfortunately).I rated this book WORTHY!This is a very short

children's picture book, so there isnÃ¢Â€Â™t a lot to review. ItÃ¢Â€Â™s about a kid with a

delightfully wild imagination (he reminds me of my own kids whose imaginations, thankfully, have

never deserted them even though they're now way too old for a book like this), who appears to be

stranded amidst hot lava which is invading his home from all quarters. Can he leap to freedom?

Where will he land? (You might be surprised!)The drawings are rudimentary but very colorful, and

really evocative. The book is as full of excitement and danger as Harry is full of ideas and wild

descriptions, but he never panics, and is always planning his escape. This is definitely something

your kids will want to play - perhaps after exploring what real lava looks like - not in person of course

- but from the safety of a TV documentary or something on the web.Who knows, perhaps you have

a budding vulcanologist in your family? I recommend this book for a fun read alone, but itÃ¢Â€Â™s

also a great starting point for a chance to stir your child's imagination about the wonders of planet

Earth and it's geology and inner structure.Of course, you don't want to load them up with learning,

learning, learning and nothing else, so it occurs to me that a whole day could be themed around this

as they're encouraged to explore the idea, starting with the book, then a video, then perhaps go

looking for rocks in the yard or at the park (assuming your park isn't buried under snow at this

point!), and imagine how hot things would have to be to melt an actual rock! You can have them

practice their motor skills emulating Harry's escapes (with due safety precautions, of course!), have

them develop confidence and cool-thinking skills, and also have them appreciate a little more the

wonderful and complex planet on which we're all privileged to live.

My 4 year old grand-daughter LOVES this book. Whenever I come over the first thing out of her

mouth is Nana..read me Hot Lava! Then she recites the story to me as I try to read it. She has every

word memorized. It is a charming story and it just brings her to life. Finally her parents had to ask

me, what the heck is Hot Lava..it is all she wants to hear! Gotta love this book!



I have chosen to give this great short story for kids a five stars rating! Because it sure showed a lot

of imagination and Ibet it should be quite a different ebook from some ebooks! I recommend this

ebook for kids with have a lot of imagination or even perhaps those who do not have it but the

parents,etc, think this kid should be encouraged to have some,yes ?I received this ebook for free

from a free website emailing! Great job Chris! By Angela

A huge fan! The "lava-filled" imagination of a boy comes to life in this book by Chris Robertson. His

unique way of illustrating books sucks the reader in! It highlights the main character and action, and

it is devoid of any unnecessary, busy drawings. If you have not read any of his other books, you will

want all of them after reading this one. Chris, you knocked it out of the park once again! Two

"lava-covered" thumbs up! - Candy Grant (Children's Author - Omnibus Publishing)

A reminder of my childhood! A favorite child game is playing hot lava. This is a cute book about a

boy playing the game. Love it! Great illustrations showing a child's imagination. I love the role a

mother is!

I just downloaded this wonderful book for free after seeing it advertised on BookBub. The

illustrations are wonderful and flow along with the text of the story beautifully. I am going to share

with my seven year old nephew tonight, and I plan to tell mothers of young kids that this is one to

add to their library. Great job on this book!
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